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Vice-President Al’s Musing

Most of us are aware that even though Joseph Shinn did
not get a bachelor’s degree, that he was still recognized
as a very important person in Alameda County by
the placement of his obituary on the front page of the
Oakland Tribune. With less than 2,000 people living
in what was then Niles, many of the Shinn Family had
some impressive friends. Charles Shinn’s roommate at
John Hopkins was Woodrow Wilson and then Charles
when he went into the Sierra Forest was friends with
John Muir and what fewer people know is that Charles
while at John Hopkins was in a discussion group in the
evening with some of his class mates and his teacher Dr.
Adams. One of his classmates complained about Charles
going on and on when he is talking about his writing on
his future book on Mining laws, that classmate went on
to head up the National Library.
Milicent Shinn was at U.C. working on the student
newspaper and ran into a problem with not having
enough money to publish the newsletter so she went to
Phoebe Hearst for money which was enough to publish
the student newspaper for several years. Milicent then
had teachers and writers contacting her to submit stories
for her magazine, The Overland Monthly. It is my
understanding that either in high school or at U.C. she
stayed with the Sanford family who’s son Edmond, was
just one year younger than Milicent and also attended

U.C. and graduated with a degree in Psychology.
Edmond’s mother was Milicent’s Aunt on her mother’s
side. So Edmond was Milicent’s cousin. Edmond
went on to get his Ph.D. in psychology from Clark
University and later to become president of Clark
College. Clark College and Clark University shared
the same grounds but the University was post-graduate
work only while the college was undergraduate. What
is interesting that the year Sanford became president
of Clark College is the year his friend and mentor
G. Stanley Hall brought Jung and Freud to lecture at
Clark University the only time they lectured at the
same school at the same time and the only time both
of them were in America at the same time.
James Shinn wrote to Milicent when she was in
Northern California to stop in and see John Bidwell
as he was a friend of James Shinn. There is no record
that I have found that she did see Bidwell. James was
also familiar with Burbank in Santa Rosa because they
were both into plants.
I can just imagine some of the conversations around the
dinner table and I wonder if many other farm families
from such a small community had so many powerful
and influential friends. Most of this was before the
telephone, or internet and now we can communicate
with the whole world and still do not have this number
or caliber of friends.

Notes from Vice-President Al Minard

This newsletter should have been published and mailed many months ago. The reason it was not is because the editor, Al
Minard, while trying to visit his daughter near Mount Lassen, fell and broke his femur just below the hip. He spent 10 days
in Mercy Hospital in Redding having the surgery done which included putting in a large titanium rod in his femur and a large
titanium screw going through the femur, the rod and into the ball of the hip. Al was then transferred to Pleasanton Skilled
Nursing and Rehab facility where he spent two weeks relearning how to walk with a walker without putting any weight on
his broken left leg. Then Al transferred to Fremont Retirement Community, assisted living where he learned to walk with
50% weight on his left leg and then finally 100% weight on his left leg. This also included physical therapy and occupational
therapy as well as learning how to transfer from bed to wheelchair to walker to shower to toilet. Finally Al was able to come
back home and is now walking pretty well with a cane and slowly recovering his mobility. Al has been able to give tours
of the ground floor of the Shinn House, which he still enjoys even though sometimes there is more pain associated with this
than he would like.
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MISSION PEAK HERITAGE FOUNDATION/SHINN
HOUSE 2019 CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 5-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Sunday, June 16-FATHER’S DAY, MPHF Board
Meeting 11:30 am-1 pm, Shinn House open for tours 1-4
pm

Sunday, October 20-PAINT YOUR PUMPKIN at Shinn
Park 12-4 pm
								
		NOVEMBER 2019
Tuesday, November 5-Country Club of Washington
Township Meeting 12-3 pm
Wednesday, November 6-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Sunday, November 17-MPHF Board Meeting 11:30 am1 pm, Shinn House open for tours 1-4 pm

Saturday, November 30-Wreath Making at Shinn House
							10am-2 pm
		
JULY 2019
			DECEMBER 2019
Wednesday, July 3-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Monday, December 2-Decorate the Shinn House 10
Thursday, July 4-Fremont 4th of July Parade
am-4 pm
MPHF Board Meeting to be determined

Wednesday, December 4-Shinn House open 1-4 pm

Sunday, July 21-ICE CREAM SOCIAL at Shinn Park
12-4 pm

Saturday, December 7-Shinn House open 1-4 pm

			AUGUST 2019
Wednesday, August 7-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
MPHF Board Meeting to be determined

Sunday, December 8-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Saturday, December 14-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Sunday, December 15-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Sunday, December 22-Shinn House Volunteer Christmas
Party Archive Room 1-4 pm

Sunday, August 18ARTS and CRAFTS
in SHINN PARK 10
am-4pm

Please note that events may be added for weddings,
group tours, Teas and special requests.

			SEPTEMBER 2019

Washington Township Historical Society meets on the
fourth Monday at 7;15 PM usually at 190 Anza St.,
Fremont on the odd numbered months with a speaker on
the history of Washington Township.

Tuesday, September 3-Country Club of Washington
Township Meeting 12-3 pm
Wednesday, September 4-Shinn House open 1-4 pm
Sunday, September 15-MPHF Board Meeting 11:30 am1 pm, Shinn House open for tours 1-4 pm
			OCTOBER 2019
Tuesday, October 1-Country Club of Washington
Township Meeting 12-3 pm
Wednesday, October 2nd -Shinn House
open 1-4 pm
MPHF Board meeting to be determinedElection of Officers

Other historical events in the area

The Washington Township Museum of Local History
is open to the public on Wednesday and Friday of each
week from 10 AM to 4 PM.
The Washington Township Museum has tours
Saturday, June 15 a bike tour of Decoto
Saturday, July 20, walking tour of Irvington
Saturday, August 10 walking tour of Newark
Saturday, September 14, Walking tour of Alvarado
Please Contact the Washington Township Museum of
Local History for more information call 510-623-7907
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SHINN HOUSE ROOF REPAIR
About six years ago we noticed that one of the
boards of the hardwood flooring nearest to
the front door was completely demolished by
termites. We contacted the City of Fremont,
Building Maintenance department and told them
what we had found. They told us that this was old
damage and there were no termites in the building.
We contacted them again, because we knew of no
time when the building was closed for fumigation
and did not believe that anything less than
complete fumigation would remove the termites.
Sometime later the Building Maintenance people
contacted us again and said that yes there was and
is an infestation of termites and the house will
have to be tented. We then asked when this will
happen so we can plan around this event with our
open houses and other house events. Building
Maintenance contacted us and said that because
the roof on the house is in poor condition and
that the tenting will probably further damage the
house that the City wanted to install a new roof
after the fumigation and before it started raining.
We thought that was a good idea. A few months
went by and nothing happened so we contacted
Building Maintenance again to find out what their
plans were for the Shinn House roof. We were
then informed that they planned to replace all of
the redwood gutters on the house because they
were also damaged and needed to be replaced and
that the gutters had to go on the house before the
roof went on. The City has a redwood supplier
that can cut the necessary gutters, it seems there
are at least five different types of redwood gutters
and they had sent the contract to them for new
gutters. A couple of month’s passes and nothing
seems to be happening so we contact Building
Maintenance again to see what is happening with
the roof. They told us that they planned on doing
the work sometime in the spring of 2016 but
that the redwood gutter company had received a
large contract for cutting wood to replace houses
damaged in a major fire and that our gutters were

moved to the back burner until they got the houses
completed. A few months later we contacted them
again and was informed that they have started
work on the gutters, but the City was going to
wait until they had the gutters in house before
they started work on the roof.
Someplace in these several years, we were
contacted by a contractor who was asking about
all of the repairs that we thought were needed
on the house. We walked through the inside and
outside of the house, down into the basement
and up in the attic and she wrote down all of the
repairs that were needed. This included all of the
wood trim around the outside of the house, the
concrete walk around the house separating from
the house, the basement foundation spalling, the
damage to the ceiling in the front parlor and of
course the roof from the attic that by this time we
could do star gazing through. I believe she wrote
everything up and calculated that it would cost
well over $1 million to make these repairs.
In 2017 Building Maintenance informed us that
the gutters had been completed and had arrived
and they planned on putting out a bid to re-roof
the house. The City also told us that the gutters
had been improperly packaged so that when the
forklift went to pick the crates up, the bottom
of the crate was open and the forklift slightly
damaged one or more of the gutters. We asked
if they had to be reordered and was told that the
damage was very slight and that they planned on
painting them anyway so they were going to put a
filler into the damage and paint over it.
Finally in the spring of 2018 we were told that the
City planned to fumigate the house on Monday,
August 20, 2018, the day after our Arts and
Crafts in the Park event. That meant that when
we finished with Art & Crafts in the Park we had
to remove all of the food in the house. Then we
were told that the City was going to change the
locks on the house so that the exterminators could
get in without compromising the security of the
house, so they would not start until Wednesday

the 22nd.
The City put out a request for a bid on reroofing the 1876 James and Lucy Shinn House.
Only one contractor applied, Best Contracting
Services, and their bid was for $253,853.12.
They were expected to start work the end of
August about August 27, but they had another
project they were working on and would not
be able to start until mid-September. The
start date for re-roofing was set for Monday,
September 17, 2018, then a short time later it
was moved to Monday, September 24, 2018.
The equipment came in and the old shingle roof
was removed and then there was a forecast for
rain, so the entire house was covered in plastic.
The roof from the “Redwood Room” was
removed and they noticed that they could see
into the room which meant that dirt and debris
was being dropped into the “Redwood Room”.
The contractors vacuumed up the room and
then covered it in plastic and it stayed that way
until the project was completed, upon which
time they removed the plastic. Best Contracting
used a man-lift to get up on the high parts of
the roof and sometimes had to take it onto the
front lawn, to prevent damage to the lawn area
they laid large sheets of plywood on the lawn
to prevent the wheels from damaging the lawn.
For the next several months the contractors,
Best Contracting Services, would work on the
roof as long as there was no forecast of rain. The
plastic would be pulled back and the new fireretardant cedar shingles would be installed. The
original plan was to place plywood sheathing on
top of the rafters, but that was going to put them
over budget so the City decided to stay with
the original style of construction with rafters
coming down from the peak and 1 X 4 wood
slats going across the rafters that the shingles
are nailed onto. The gutters were installed first,
that is after they had been primed and painted,
then the shingles and metal valleys and a lot
of other stuff to make the roof waterproof.

Everyone agreed that the rectangular skylight
in the Archive caused problems with both water
leakage and sunlight destroying the pictures on
the wall and should be removed and they were
removed. The round skylights over the meeting
area in the Archive room are still in place.
Mission Peak Heritage Foundation told the
City that we would like to open the house for
tours in October and we really needed the
house open in November and December. The
City and the contractors agreed to work on the
front of the house first so we could get in and
that there would be no contractors working on
the weekends when we were holding the house
open or making wreaths. The house was not
completely roofed until after the first of the
year 2019.
Bill Schafer who worked for the City on this
project had just recently retired from the City
as the Building Maintenance Supervisor and
Al Minard looked at old pictures of the roof on
the building and decided that the roof over the
water tank was a metal roof. Bill was able to
find a similar metal roof and we picked a color
that blended in with the color scheme of the
house. The flat decking outside the Redwood
Room Door to the tank house rental unit was
roofed with asphalt shingles because they stand
up better to people walking on them. This area
was used by the Shinn Family for a casual get
together location for friends and family.
The City contacted all of the contractors in the
area on this project, but only Best Contracting
Services put in a bid and it was in the area that
the City had determined the cost would be so
they got the contract. The cost of the project
was originally set at $241,750.00 but there was
a change order that raised the price $13,103.12
which made the total cost $254,853.12. This
seems like a lot of money for a roof, but steepness
of the roof, the use of fire-retardant shingles,
the redwood gutters and the replacement of like
for like adds to the cost. The old roof was on

the house for about 50 years and this roof is
expected to last as long so when you divide that
out the cost is only about $100 per week.
The roof is now finished. The gutter over the
entry side of the archive room near the driveway
was thought to not need replacement but when

they started taking it off they realized that it
needed to be replaced and has been ordered
and will probably be installed by the City of
Fremont building maintenance department at
some time in the future.

Reprinted from the Proceedings, 80th Annual Convention,
APA, 1972, pp 775-776.
EDMUND CLARK SANFORD, 1859 - 1924
RONALD W. MAYER
San Francisco State College
Edmund Clark Sanford, a prominent early psychologist,
attracts little or no attention from historians of psychology.
He is not among America’s front rank of greats, but
he is among that first group of full-time professional
psychologists who made substantitive contributions to
the new psychology. As a student colleague, Sanford was
closely associated with G. Stanley Hall of Clark University.
They both died nearly a half century ago. At that time,
Titchener (1925) wrote Sanford’s memoirs, outlining the
dual side, scientific-poetic, of Sanford and indicating his
place in history. The present paper attempts to highlight the
earlier California background and to emphasize the poetic
and literary side of Sanford which was shared with and
encouraged by his earlier friends.
BACKGROUND
Sanford’s place in history is secured by his prominence in
the early institutionalization of psychology. He was one
of those 15 persons, about whom all authorities agree,
was present at the founding meeting of the American
Psychological Association in 1892. He was, in 1902,
the eleventh President of the American Psychological
Association, elected at the end of the Association’s first
decade. The first 10 presidents included psychology’s
greats-Hall, James, and Cattell. But the others were not all
psychologists; some were philosophers or administrators.
Sanford was young enough to have got his start in the
new science, and he was old enough to make significant
contributions.
Sanford was one of the first psychologists from the West
Coast. Josiah Royce, also from California and older, was
primarily a philosopher, not a psychologist. Sanford, on
the other hand, was at Berkeley when psychology meetings
began there, he took a doctorate under Hall at Johns
Hopkins, he assisted with the new American Journal of
Psychology, and he accompanied Hall to the newly founded
Clark University where he organized the psychological
laboratory.
Edmund Sanford, born in Oakland, California, on
November 10, 1859, was the son of Edmund Philo Sanford.
The Sanfords were early Connecticut settlers of English
stock, and Sanford’s father moved, at the time of the Gold
Rush, from Boston to San Francisco. There he joined the
wholesale drug business, met Jane Clark, sister of a local
physician, and moved to Oakland, where he became the
sole druggist and where Edmund was born. Edmund’s
mother, Jane Eliza Clark, was also from a long line of
Connecticut Yankees who moved to San Francisco during
the middle of the nineteenth century. Her sister was the

mother of another West Coast psychologist, Milicent
Shinn, author of the Biography of a Baby.
Sanford’s personality was that of both poet and scientist.
Thorndike (1928) described him as “sweet spirited
Sanford [p. 1521.” Burnham (1925) lists Sanford’s virtues
as follows: thorough, humanistic, scholarly, sincere,
sympathetic fellow student, and, “in spite of serious
physical defect, his active mindedness was heroic [p. 61
In high school, Sanford suffered two serious illnesses
typhoid fever and inflammation of the brain. At Clark
University, a severe attack of rheumatic fever probably
affected his heart. His sister recalls that he was frequently
called “lazy.” Sanford’s always poor health may
have precluded the kind of aggressiveness necessary
for extensive publication and for the argumentation
characteristic of psychologists of that day (Boring, 1950).
WEST COAST YOUTH
Edmund graduated from Oakland High School in 1879.
The school, organized 10 yr. earlier, had almost doubled by
the time he graduated. Edward Rowland Sill, the American
poet, had come west a few years earlier to be principal and
to develop the high school. But it was at the University of
California, as Chairman of the English Department, that
Sill later had more than passing influence on the young
Sanford.
After graduating from high school, Edmund entered the
University. His interest in literature and poetry is reflected
by college activities reported in University documents.’
Sanford represented the sophomore class on Charter Day
by delivering an essay on “Norse mythology.” The school
newspaper during his junior year printed characterizations
of each class member, stating that “Sanford worked with
the college verses.” During his senior year he was elected
Class Day poet. Sanford was admittedly influenced by the
young poet, Edward Rowland Sill, who was enormously
popular for his personal warmth as well as for his
philosophy of life. Sanford seemed more interested in
description than in theory, in history rather than in fiction.
Even Titchener (1925) was unsuccessful in his attempts to
convert Sanford from a singular preference for biographies
to an interest in reading fiction.
There were other poetic-minded psychologists like Lotze,
Hall, Royce, and Shinn, who either directly or indirectly
influenced Sanford. Josiah Royce, who studied with
Lotze in Gottingen in 1875, returned to California at the
invitation of Sill, and helped organize the Psychology Club
while Sanford was there. G. Stanley Hall, who supervised
Sanford’s graduate work, employed Sanford for the new
Clark University. Starbuck is quoted as saying, “Hall is
the poet psychologist [Thorndike, 1928, p. 1521 .” And
Milicent Shinn, Sanford’s cousin and an early American
developmental psychologist, encouraged promising young
writers and poets to publish in the Overland Monthly, a
West Coast literary magazine for which she was editor.

The poems of Sill, Sanford, Shinn, and Royce were all
published while Shinn was editor.
Sanford remained a bachelor until age 42 when, as
professor at Clark, he returned to California to marry a high
school and college classmate, Florence Bartling. Florence
had been active in college literary and journalistic activities
and wrote a column reviewing events at other universities.
After graduation, she taught English in several California
high schools before they were married on December 26,
1901.
EAST COAST PSYCHOLOGIST
After graduation, Sanford taught classics and mathematics
at Oahu College, Honolulu, until 1885. His original
intention to study medicine was replaced by a developing
interest in education at the time he enrolled in Johns
Hopkins (Titchener, 1925). In 1887, as a Fellow at
Hopkins, Hall encouraged Sanford (1887) to publish a
paper on a deaf and blind girl who had suffered from scarlet
fever at the age of 2 and was left with her senses and
learning capacity considerably diminished.
In 1888, Sanford received his PhD degree, was made an
instructor in psychology, and assisted Hall in founding the
American Journal of Psychology. Hall left in the summer
of 1888 to visit other institutions of higher learning in
Europe in preparation for heading the newly founded Clark
University. During his absence, Sanford served as Acting
Editor of the newly founded Journal; in 1895 he became an
Associate Editor of the Journal.
Sanford accompanied Hall to Clark University and
supervised the founding of the psychological laboratory
there. Among the courses he taught was one in the history
of science, reflecting his secondary interest in the history
of philosophy. His primary interest was in what may be
considered the first laboratory course in psychology. For
this course, he wrote a manual, A Course in Experimental
Psychology (Sanford, 1897), which was widely used
throughout the country. These laboratory demonstrations
were published in installments- first, the six chapters
of Part I and then three more chapters; but a promised
Part 2 never materialized. The book contained several
hundred demonstrations, each describing appropriate
apparatus, experiences of the subject, and some discussion
of the psychological or physiological relevance of the
phenomenon. There was little interpretation and no
systematization.
The manual included chapters with the following titles:
(a) Dermal Senses; (b) Kinesthetic; (c) Taste and Smell;
(d) Hearing; (e) Vision; (f) Light and Color; (g) Visual
Perception and Space and Motion; (h) Weber’s Law; and (i)
Apparatus. Sanford’s book was a landmark in experimental
psychology, as Titchener (1925) suggested in 1901 when he
stated:
It has a high historical importance, as the first manual of
experimental psychology; it has exerted and still exerts, a
wide influence, as the gateway through which American

students are introduced to laboratory work, and it is a
monument of accurate erudition! (p.163)
Sanford loved mechanical work and he was, as Titchener
called him, a “true laboratory man.” He was “never happier
than when ‘playing in the shop.’ (p. 164) .” He built a
telescope and lie ground the necessary lenses himself.
He constructed a vernier chronoscope, and this won him
international recognition.
Sanford was helpful in assisting Colleagues. He taught
Mary Calkins her laboratory work in 1890, and he started
her on dream research. Calkins, who was credited with
founding the laboratory at Wellesley, states that the official
forming of the laboratory was her responsibility, but
that the workers at Wellesley credited Sanford because
of his guidance in ordering equipment from Europe
and in designing a chronoscope which was locally built
(Murchison, 1961 ).
Sanford, as head of the laboratory and later chairman of the
department, assisted a number of prominent psychologists
who wrote their theses under him. The students included W.
S. Small, 1900; F. Kuhlmann, 1904; Terman, 1906; Gesell,
1906; Fryer, 1923.
Clark University was founded for graduate education,
but in 1902 an undergraduate school, Clark College,
was established, and in 1909 Sanford became its second
president, the same year that Hall brought Freud and
Jung to Clark University. In 1920, Clark had not more
than 20 members of the teaching and research staff
and 11professors, but only 75 graduate students. The
largest department could boast 18 students; the smallest
department had only 5. The trustees of Clark proceeded
to institute a “new policy”- to develop an academic
field which would make Clark competitive with other
universities, and thereby attract more students in order
to defray the mounting costs (American Association of
University Professors, 1924). The trustees decided on
geography and Wallace Atwood, a famous geologist
from Harvard. The departments which did not relate to or
support geography received less support; other fields were
expanded. Clark University then shifted from Hall and
psychology to Atwood and geography. In the shift, Hall
resigned; and Sanford followed to permit the University to
unite under one head (Titchener, 1925). Sanford returned to
his teaching and to the administrative work as head of the
department of psychology.
Four years later, G. Stanley Hall died. A few months after
that, on November 22, 1924, Sanford was stricken suddenly
in Boston and also died. He had received a ScD in 1909
from Hobart College; an LLD in 1912 from his alma mater,
the University of California; and an LLD in 1924 from
Clark University.
‘The University documents referred to in this paper were
obtained through the courtesy of the archivist, J. R. K.
Kantor, and the Bancroft Library at the University of
California, where the documents are on file.
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The Shinn House Volunteers
present an “Autumn leaves” fundraising tea
Saturday, September 21, 2019 at noon
The Shinn House is cordially inviting you to spend an afternoon
with us for scones, savories, finger sandwiches, tasty desserts and our
“famous” Shinn House tea blend.
Our theme,” Autumn Leaves” was specially chosen because of the month and
fall is just around the corner. We will have a special surprise speaker.
Come and join us in the Shinn House archive room, 1251 Peralta,in
Fremont. The cost is $26 per person and is a tax deductible donation.
RSVP and send your check for $26 made out to MPHF to:
Sandrea Woehl, 1832 Dahill Lane, Hayward 94541
H: (510) 247-3279 C: (510) 396-5141
SANDI.M.WOEHL@GMAIL.COM

or e-mail: “Alminard@comcast.net”

For more information contact Al Minard at: (510) 552-4839

This event is sponsored by the Fremont Cultural Arts Council, Mission Peak Heritage Foundation,
The Fremont Art Association, Boy Scout Troop 447.and Jack in the Box. Profits will be used
for historical preservation and restoration by Mission Peak Heritage Foundation. Mission Peak
Heritage Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

We ask you to come out and enjoy this wonderful park, to look at the Art and if you like it,
purchase it and support our local artists. Tour the House, and enjoy the music. We ask only for
you to have a great time at a wonderful park.

Historic Shinn House tours, after 12 Noon, are $5 adults, $2.50 for children age 5-12, Free
under 5. Hot dogs, soda and water will be available after 12 Noon and very reasonably priced.

No Charge for enjoying the art, music, dancing or view.

FREE Admission to the grounds.

In August the gardens at Shinn Historical Park are very beautiful. We will have Local Artists
display, demonstrate and sell their art work. There will be some historic crafts people that will
have some of their work for sale. We plan on having The East Bay Traditional Jazzinators play.
We will be selling hot dogs, popcorn, sodas, water and tours of the historic Shinn House. We
have invited the Fremont Cultural Arts Council to have a Science. Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Mathematics (STEAM) booth set up with college students directing the activities for
everyone to enjoy.

SUNDAY,
AUG. 18, 2019
10 AM - 4 PM

1251 Peralta Boulevard, between Mowry and Robert Fisher Dr. in Fremont.
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For more information call (510)795-0891 or E-mail: “alminard@comcast.net”
or see our website: www.missionpeakreporter.org
This is a benefit for Mission Peak Heritage Foundation

Featuring Model A’s from the Acorn A’s, Gunfighters of the Old
West, The Youth Jazzinators of the East Bay Traditional Jazz Band
will perform from 1-2 PM, Beautiful Gardens maintained by the Friends of Heirloom
Flowers, Docent led tours of the 1876 Shinn House and the Shinn Archive Room. We will
have Ice Cream Sundaes, water & soda for sale. Enjoy a step back in time and the peaceful
relaxation of the Shinn Historical Park, 1251 Peralta Blvd., Fremont

Shinn Park, 1251 Peralta, Fremont

Noon to 4 p.m.

Sunday, July 21, 2019

Ice Cream Social

Victorian

880

ARTS & CRAFTS IN SHINN PARK

Mission

Mission Peak Heritage Foundation
Board Members

SPECIAL EVENTS THIS
SUMMER

President: Joan Serafino
(510) 795-0891
Vice-Pres: Al Minard		
(510) 552-4839
Secretary:
Janet Barton
Treasurer:
Barry Balk

Sunday, July 21, 2019, from Noon
to 4 PM our VICTORIAN ICE
CREAM SOCIAL.

Directors At Large
Karen Mueller		
Michiko Yee		
Sandrea Woehl

Sunday, August 18, 2019 from 10
AM to 4 PM, our annual ARTS &
CRAFTS IN SHINN PARK.

La Vonne Minard
Barbara Anderson
Stuart Guedon

Patterson House Advisory Board

Karen Mueller		
Al Minard			
Web: www.missionpeakreporter.org

Saturday, 21, 2019 from Noon to
3 PM, we invite everyone to join
us for a wonderful tea celebrating
Autumn.

Mission Peak Heritage Foundation
P.O. Box 3078
Fremont, CA 94539
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